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In the digital age, we are overloaded by incomprehensible volumes of data like the characters of Borges’ 1944 short story *La biblioteca de Babel* (The Library of Babel). Borges’ characters are trapped in their massive library, which contains peculiar books. Every room, of which there are too many to explore in a lifetime, has the same number of shelves and volumes. The 410 pages of each book are filled with one unique permutation of letters and punctuation. Most combinations of characters do not result in words, let alone sentences or paragraphs, but since every combination exists every potential phrase is on the library’s shelves somewhere. Some trapped inhabitants search the volumes for the rare coherent fragment or paragraph, or even the meaning of their existence, which must be on the shelves—along with every false explanation. Shakespeare’s plays and the Harry Potter series are in the Library of Babel, but no human can read enough to find many coherent pages, let alone the information they seek. Inhabitants of the library have no alternative to tedious, directionless searching. Today, proactive governments can take advantage of access to more information than ever, but disorganized governments will flounder.

PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS

Is public consultation valuable? Governments consult to learn from citizens and build goodwill. Citizen expertise may be hidden, but it certainly exists and is valuable to find. Moreover, ineffective communications systems are a larger threat to democracy than the public being a thoughtless, staggering mob. Effective public consultations not only identify public expertise, but also communicate the dilemmas of decision making to citizens. Improving current public consultations practices can lead to more responsive government decisions and citizens happier with the results.

---

1 Borges, 1944. *The Library of Babel*.
2 The Library is made of hexagonal rooms. Each wall has five bookshelves that hold precisely 32 books. Each book is 410 pages of 40 lines. Each line has approximately 80 letters. It only contains lower case letters. Punctuation is restricted to the comma and period.
Technology creates opportunities to diversify the public consultation toolbox to achieve those two objectives. Digital tools show potential to enhance public communications and even address shortfalls of offline consultations, but also create new challenges like the infamous incivility of conversations on online comment sections and discussion forums.\(^6\) But under certain conditions, computer-based discussion achieves open conversation regarding controversial political ideas.\(^7\) Some scholarship has found in online deliberations participants were more information driven than offline.\(^8\) Even advocates of digital consultation technology reject that it is a panacea;\(^9\) the most engaged participants dominate the discussion online in the same way as offline;\(^10\) digital engagement platforms must address procedural, social, and psychological barriers to meaningful participation;\(^11\) and platforms must be rule-based and mediated.\(^12\) For digital public consultation, the design of the platform—how citizens interact with each other, the government, and information—matters.\(^13\)

Both government and citizen benefit from effective public consultations of both digital and analog varieties. Meaningful engagement is foundational to good policy and programming,\(^14\)\(^15\)\(^16\) and participation is higher when perceived as impactful\(^17\) and connected to outcomes.\(^18\) If she knows the government consulted widely on an issue, a Canadian is more likely to approve of the decision.\(^19\) If her local government engages citizens digitally and consults with her, scholarship shows she is likely to increase her trust in it.\(^20\) Digital public consultation can improve decisions, increase citizen participation,
and improve Canadians’ views of their Government, but only with appropriate consultation processes and platforms. Taiwan has an excellent example.

VTAIWAN

In 2014, mass protests for government transparency pushed Taiwan’s government to the unorthodox proposal eventually dubbed vTaiwan.²¹ Citizen hacktivists were tasked with designing a transparent platform and process for rational discussion the whole nation could participate in. The government pledged to be bound by the popular will of the discussions of vTaiwan,²² which regularly leads to the passing of laws in the Taiwanese legislature.²³ Especially unique is the artificial-intelligence facilitated digital conversation platform, which avoids traditional online debate pitfalls by incentivizing participation that helps identify consensus among all participants.²⁴ The four steps of vTaiwan:

1. Proposal Stage - Issues are selected based on citizen, stakeholder, or government proposals. No issue will move forward without a government authority being accountable to it.

2. Opinion Stage - Pol.is, an artificial-intelligence facilitated conversation platform distributed among stakeholders and through Facebook advertisements gathers opinions on user-generated statements.²⁵²⁶

3. Reflection Stage - Emerging issues are discussed in a public meeting between officials and scholars. The meeting is broadcast by video and remote participants are fully connected and can contribute with discussion tools and on social media.²⁷

---

²¹ The “v” in “vTaiwan” stands for virtual.
²² Barry, “Frontier of Democracy”.
²³ Barry, “Frontier of Democracy”.
²⁴ Hsiao et al., “vTaiwan”.
²⁵ vTaiwan makes use of other technology platforms like Typeform and Sli.do for purposes of gathering, organizing, and communicating information. These are typically open-source or free to use software.
²⁶ As part of finding relevant stakeholders, existing stakeholders are surveyed whether they know other potential stakeholders who should be a part of the discussion.
²⁷ Primarily, Livehouse.in and Youtube are used to broadcast these deliberations. Livehouse.in has comment functionality that allows remote participants ask questions to the experts.
4. Legislation Stage - For statements achieving consensus, the government either agrees to take action, or outlines s detailed explanations for why that action it is not presently feasible.\textsuperscript{28}

Much of vTaiwan’s success is due to the consultation platform Pol.is.\textsuperscript{29} When it was added during vTaiwan’s development, participation scaled two orders of magnitude and the complexity of conversations increased.\textsuperscript{30} On Pol.is citizens respond “agree”, “disagree”, or “pass” to participant-generated statements and can add their own.\textsuperscript{31} The software uses artificial intelligence to visualize groups of citizens with similar opinions in clusters.\textsuperscript{32} More popular statements are awarded with visibility, leading to statements with more and more mass-appeal that extend from one cluster to another. The software works in real time, gradually incentivizing clusters towards points of general consensus over the course of weeks. This consensus is what most participants agree on about a policy problem, not universal agreement about how to solve it. Participation in vTaiwan is scalable beyond the limits of other forms of public consultation.\textsuperscript{33} Since the process is also effective for finding the points of consensus in polarized debates,\textsuperscript{34} vTaiwan’s benefits are most substantial for divisive, impactful issues. It is a feasible model for mass, decentralized public consultation by the Government of Canada.

\textbf{THE CANADIAN CONTEXT}

The Government of Canada must anticipate positive and negative consequences of implementing a mass consultation process like vTaiwan. Concerns like geographic distance, digital literacy, internet access, security, and language rights all need valid answers. While digital consultations advantageously reach across distance, raising awareness of consultation efforts across Canada and navigating time zone

\textsuperscript{28} Hsiao et al., “vTaiwan.”
\textsuperscript{29} As noted, the software is Pol.is.
\textsuperscript{30} Barry, “Frontier of Democracy.”
\textsuperscript{31} It is not insignificant the platform does not allow for responses to other statements or other vestiges of social media. Megill, “pol.is in Taiwan.”
\textsuperscript{32} Principal components analysis and k means clustering are used. Hsiao et al., “vTaiwan.”
\textsuperscript{33} Data automatically collected as part of the pol.is surveying is also scalable.
\textsuperscript{34} Hsiao et al., “vTaiwan.”
issues could be a challenge. Most Canadians could participate in an online consultation, but those without internet access or who are not digitally literate are concentrated in age and location. Citizens need to be assured the software and process is truthful and not hackable; transparency is as critical to Canada’s use of this process as it is Taiwan’s. Government of Canada consultations must be accessible in both official languages, requiring either translation of statements for a single conversation, or two parallel ones. These are significant hurdles, but many other Government of Canada services already address them.

To establish a consultation process similar to vTaiwan, the Government of Canada may either license Pol.is or procure an equivalent. Context matters; the process may work in Canada as well as it does in Taiwan. But some consultations hosting roundtable conversations in every region almost certainly could be partially replaced with less expensive digital consultations. However, the vTaiwan process can never entirely replace other consultation processes. Considering its low risk, low cost, and high upside the Government of Canada should explore a pilot of this technology. Indicators of a pilot’s success include increased participation, more complex deliberation, and whether legislation based on points of consensus is passed, and those are only some of the potential benefits.

CONCLUSION

Technology has rapidly changed in recent decades, especially since Borges described the information in the Library of Babel as incomprehensibly massive for a human lifespan. The world is no longer analogue, and the library is no longer a fiction. The website LibraryofBabel.info uses algorithms to create every possible string of characters in $10^{4677}$ books, which is one followed by almost 5000 zeros books. While written by an algorithm and mostly waiting to be discovered, every possible page exists, from the next decade of Canadian federal budgets to upcoming best sellers. Moreover, digital

35 Government of Canada, “National Digital and Data Consultations.”
37 This discussion focuses on the novel, impactful platform. As well the other stages and components of Taiwan’s Consensus-Identifying consultation process seem more similar to efforts already in Canada.
38 While LibraryofBabel.info contains the permutations for every possible page, it does not have every possible combination of books. Flood, “Virtual Library of Babel”, and “LibraryofBabel.info”.
technologies are referenceable in the way Borges’ fictional library never could be, and specific pages can be digitally recalled with a reference to a room, shelf, and book.39 Although it was never searched for or found, the algorithms on LibraryofBabel.info previously wrote this essay.40 Similarly, the public service should reflect on Coleman and Götze’s argument that while public expertise exists, the challenge is to find it.41 This task is now easier thanks to new technology.

39 Specific search terms generate a reference code of numbers and letters with an algorithm. This reference code is not a specific address like a URL as much as it is a key that can generate a location in the digital library.

40 A caveat: the LibraryofBabel.info limits references to 3200-character pages, so only a portion of this essay would be referenced in one location tag. Multiple tags could contain it in full, excluding formatting, capitalization, and most punctuation.


42 This essay was previously written by the algorithms at LibraryofBabel.info. For convenience, the location in the library is referenceable by a URL I created, https://libraryofbabel.info/bookmark.cgi?an_algorithm_previously_wrote_this_essay. It also can be referenced by its “physical” location: page 58 of volume number 15, shelf 3, on wall number 2 of the hexagonal room:
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